
Dear all,

General good mood for our fishermen came back the sun, 
Rodrigues friendliness and of course the beautiful fish in the Indian 
Ocean, the authors of our fishing passion.

The highlight of the last two months was about the weather. In 
the previous edition, I spoke of BANSI cyclone that had the distinction 
of having originated in the Mozambique channel with a Southeast 
direction, which was an exceptional event! Well, two other systems have 
roughly the same path in its wake ... of Rodrigues memory, it had never 
seen !!!

These weather events had no impact on our fishing programs 
which have been honored. However, it was revealed the ocean 
temperature of 2 ° (it's huge), disrupting the migration of marlins and 
changing behavior of fish. We therefore technically suitable and looked 
for other areas, which ultimately is beneficial because we have refined 
certain assemblies and we have "new stone" to our credit.
 

February begins with our group of friends from Lille came with 
their "dear and tender." While the men fish (day around Rodrigues + 
Bench Eastern 35h), the ladies discover the charms of Rodrigues and 
enjoy the beautiful beaches with confidence ... and when the fishing 
results are there, it is only happiness: TDC (76lbs for + wholesale), 
yellowfin tuna, wahoo, babones, snappers, barracudas ... and a nice black 
marlin 400lbs which unfortunately has not been released as a sailfish, all 
2 taken by eye.

Note that since the beginning of this season, only 2 marlin and 2 
sailfish were preserved (for injuries) aboard L’oiseau des îles II, all the 
others are divided into form, it is the same for kingfish and small 
doggies.

The Mascarene Fishing Team –german team- now unconditional 
of L’oiseau des îles II, performed 2 stays on our side this year. The first 
trip took place during the water cooling period (after the cyclone 
passes), which made fishing difficult, but their great experiences gave 
them happiness even if their first goal remains the hunt for marlin . 8 
keys were recorded but fish and not active players have played with 
Konas and nerves Klaus !!! A nice fight on over 400lbs which results in an 
off-hook while point would be counted, ie just before taking the bottom 
line ... bad luck!
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This is a very nice yellowfin 115lbs which boosted the morale of 
the fisherman, followed by other tuna and wahoo beautiful, who "abuse 
diligently" to Konas. The temperature of the water making only to fall a 
good session of jigging gave some aches and large well combative 
babones, enjoy ...
For the 2nd trip, a month later, the water temperature rose to normal, is 
hopeful that Klaus and 3 friends embark Mauritian, objective and marlin 
marlin ... Many fish but not any kind of marlin for the last 3 days. 1 nice 
sailfish released in full form, was the trophy room, a second was picked 
up after 5 mins and still the charts, the inevitable wahoo and yellowfin 
(60lbs for the biggest).
Last season 8 marlin were released with this team, this year, they 
remained discreet. The meeting was arranged for revenge, but that's 
fishing !!!

In mid-February the sea is beautiful and L'oiseau des îles II 
connects the days around Rodrigues mainly discovery of sport fishing for 
new practitioners. We take this opportunity to make a mixed different 
techniques for taking various species and taste with pleasure the many 
facets of exotic fish, this is how the virus is transmitted and found our 
fishermen over the seasons.

In late February and early March, it is a family that we welcome 
on board with Michel, a dad who shares his passion for fishing with these 
two girls. Together, they fished a day around Rodrigues, before leaving 
for 89h Hawkins on the following day at 16h. Only Michael and Carole 
took the start, Laetitia preferring to stay on the ground before the 
challenge five days at sea. She took advantage of the peace and the 
beauty of Rodrigues and did not see pass the time ...
I note that the will of Carole surprised me. His strong character has 
allowed him to realize his dream, his first marlin, "as a great and alone," 
a pretty Black over 370lbs. It was a very good bench Hawkins, huge 
fishing carried out using all the techniques: many Doogies (100lbs + for 
large), jacks (90lbs for big +) many other between 50 and 70lbs all 
released and the variety usual Rodrigues finally you understand the 
pleasure in the rough ...

Mid-March, it was the turn of the Gang of Kitchens, a group of 
friends-fishermen-hunters and enjoy life, discover the famous Hawkins 
bench. A very good activity behind the majority of yellowfin tuna and big 
wahoo have made great time, not to mention bait fishing which gave its 
usual variety of large fish, especially with 88lbs of trevally. Only sharks, 
many, prevented us from tracking down the big doggies. A superb fishing 
adventure sporting and human for the Gang of kitchens and our crew!

To be continued ,,,



Remember, you get 30% off our services during the months of 
September / October and May / June, whatever your fishing program. 
And still, 10% loyalty discount from your second stay aboard (November to 
April).

Also take advantage of all our advice and expertise to the 
organization of your stay in Rodrigues.

Embark without stress, for successful sports holidays!
Ask for a quote on contact@defidailleurs.com

Your comments (Guestbook on www.defidailleurs.com), photos and videos 
reflect the reality of your experience without advertisement or fake. 

Thank you for your confidence.
The adventure continues, very soon.             Cyril and his team

Cyril and Sandrine FAURE
Défi d'ailleurs – RODRIGUES Island
Office : JeanTac   +230 8321574

Mobiles +230 57391865 or  +230 57618812
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